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quite close to it
;

for. though 90 or loo millions of milesmust naturally appear to us an enormous distance
; hesun Itself bemg we l.known to be more than three-quarters

of a million miles in diameter, the distance of our earthand the planet Mars, from the sun is actually less than
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P'^"^^^ Venus and Mercurybeing less than roo. and the great planet Jupiter less than

600 diameters of the sun in distance
j consequently weare as close to the sun relatively, and as much withi n itsrange practically, as any object is to a cannon whenwithin so many hundred diameters of the cannon

therefore any great change, suddenly occurring in thecondition of the sun. may reasonably be expected to beaccompanied with a corresponding change i,i the con!dition of the planets, which are evident];.a very closeto It in comparison with its enormous magnitude.
It is wel.known that our earth is in constant electricalcommunication with the sun ; extraordinary elec r cadisturbances on earthevidently corresponding with ex raordinary changes in the '• sun spots.'' Simifardectricacommunication is doubtless also constantly maintainedbetween the sun and the other planets. It'^is surely not
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'" '^'^ solar system thus constitute onefamily (as it were) in constant communication by elec"

trical agency
; for though the creative mind in intimate

association with each of these worlds probably enjoys amuch more rapid means of communication than electricity
affords

;
yet electricity is the one agent of inter-planetary

communication which human beings may noS under^stand, in some degree at least.
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aggregate human mind must ultimatelybecome the creative mind in intimate association with ourearth itself. I propose to point out, in my next commu-n cation, some ofthe gradations by which the aggregatehuman mind merges into the creative mind, so as to enjoy
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oJWor/d Ltfe, as naturally as the human mind at presentenjoys, and is mdmdualized, localized, and developed bymeans of animal life.
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